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Eastern Teachers news
11Tell the Truth and Don't Be Afraid11
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Pianist Specializes in Satire
,

unk Focuses Attention of

�I

Henry Scott Presents Humorous Concert

Problem of Delinquency

Air Corps Loses
Lt. Pinkstaff 140

1Land1ed
·

D. Brunk, district super

.

r of the Division for Delin
y Prevention office establish
In Charleston in the training
I on August l, 1941, spoke to
the subject

of . ·delinquency

staff

Fighting with

He

insti
a

try, besides

Army

Dr. Robert G. Buzzard

into

two

to determine areas

crime is easily bred

and

to

pt to organize the communioo correct these conditions. Sec
we are thinking in terms of in
als and their failure to ·ad
Within organized society.

The

mer �aff of Flat Rock, Ill.

Buzzard Addresses
fastern Assembly
delivered
Eastern

an

address

assembly

before

last

the

Wednesday

morning, Jan. 13 on the

subject,

spectacular are those coming

'be handled promptly.

He pointed olllt that as the land

county

court, and, of

r, our best work is done with

who ohave not committed seri
�ffenses but are not comform
to society's standards."

!Pontinued, "After the last war
a cdme wave. The immedi-

ponse was that the men re
from

the

war

had

gone

experiences which left them

tally unbala11ced and as a re
'lllla.ble to cope with the situathey found

upon

returning

Men."

areas or' the world became crowded,

to move on in searoh

men had

more and more living room.

of

The

great m1grations of ·the world have
thus come abo1.1.t.

So it was that in

Europe, as conditions became crowd
ed, people .began to

move

out

in

search of more room.
During these days of exploration,
he stated ithat men would go forth

from home in searoh for land both
. for the

to

love of adventure and

bring more power and glory to the
fatherland.

assumption has been proven
It was not the men In our

forces

tbut

their

smaller

and sisters that oommitted

lerime in the period from 1920
. In the state of Illinois more

ents

were

made

tbetween

and 194() than were made be
the tlm.e the state
and 1920.

was

or- .

times of emotional strain, it
mely hard to determine the
ns and it is

necessary

that

be provided which will give

ua.ls
ln

in

the

community

a

t.o respond to the emerg
a oonstructive

rather than

Any land thus discovered by these

northern

European

be claimed

peoples

would

In the name of

their

king or queen.

This movement of

peoples continued

all through

the

days of our own western movement
until the frontier has virtually dis

appeared.
President Buzzard also spoke

of

the significance of small parcels of

land which the great powers of tlhe
world almost passed 1by in their ex

ploration and division of the islands
of the Pacific ocean.

He then went ahead

Important
military

to show how

they have become

sense.

He

pointed

vividly by use of .a map that

in

a

out

if we

ha.ct fully utilized and fortified some

Of these places which were ours such

or

Answers
ulty Ro l l Ca l l

as Alaska, Midway,Wake,tlhe Phil
ippines

and others we could have

held Japan
ment.

English department at

in

a ring of encircle

"But," he added, "had that hap

, Nebr. Junior college, has

pened, Japan would have remained

and will teach classes in high
I English.

in defeat and no longer after <the

a position on the TC fa.c

attended Carleton

college at

ield, Minn.,and was gradulll t

m the

University of Minne-

witih a B.S. degree in educa

She

received

her

master's

from Creighton University in
of 1941.

. Taylor tauglht English and
ties

a,t Arnold's

accepting

position

a

at

Park, Iowa.
junior

high

Balboa, canal

She later returned ito Arn-

P'ark, Iowa. She also taught

no college in Omaha last

ore moving

e.

to Fairbury Jun-

a poweir.

As It is,she will go down

war be a world menace."

G u i nagh Moves War
Tra i n i n g Headqu arters
DR.KEVIN Guinagh, new coordinator of the War Training Service
the

health

education

building to .the second .floor of the

Main building.

ROBERT G . Buzzard

extensively
Canal

announced last Thursday, Jan. 7

cancelled.

The week's vacation was

scheduled to begin at the close of

.school on

Friday, April

23.

'43,

Dorothy Ellen Brown

Jeanne

cha.pter

of

Pi

'44,

Henderson

Norma

'44, Jean

'44,

King

'44, Donald Shawver

Louise Leedy

'44, Margery Thomas '44, Mary Ellen
Wright '44, and Helen Lee Stevens
'44.

is

The Initiation of the pledges

scheduled for Tuesday, Jan. 26, at

5 :45 p. m. A !banquet at· the home
of Mrs. Noble Rains will follow the

initiation.Mr. Edgar Harden, prin

cipal of Charleston high school,has
1been engaged as the speaker of the

evening.

'44, has been ap

Jean Henderson

pointed by Marguerite [.lttle to head

the pledge group in presenting the
entertainment program for the eve
ning.

are

birthday

party

would

be

held

ers Corps

.to help serve the commun

ity in the war effort, according to
an announcement :by

Dr. P.M. Lar

son.

-About 15 students have volunteer

an all

ed their speech abilities i.n

out effort to win 1both the war and
To that end the speakers
to

provide audiences

three types

stand
wi: t h

of speech and discus

sion programs.

These include:

formational, including

in

explanation

of the why's of rationing, salvage,
drives

and

conserV'ation;

inspira

·tlonal, suoh as pep talks on war ef

fort subjects,war bond appeals, ser

vice flag dedications; and post-war
organizational problems,

with

pros

and cons of various proposals, such
U nion Now, World Federation,
Regional government, and the At

as

lantic charter.

One hundred seventy-five letters

to this effect have been sent out to

high school princip,als in this section

of the :;tate and also to Civilian De

Although definite

complete,

plans

they are asked

are in

Dr. Buzzard stated that it

would be in the form of a card pa;

ty and probably similar to last year's

affair.

gram," stated Dr. Larson.

Gol dsmith Goes
To Was h i ng to n

RlEIBA GOLDSMITH '40, alumna of

Attention, Seniors!

Eastern and former editor of the

The

asks

each

1943 Warbler staff

Senior

to

write

his

activities

during. his four years in college
and drop it in the Warbler box,

with

one

of

the

greatest,

invade the famous Town Hall."
Critics Praise

Him

Another acclaimed him the "Will

Rogers of the Piano," asserting that
he

used

that

instrument

in

the

same vein that Will used a rope.
One of the major piano companies
assisted in presenting Scott for the

New York Town Hall concert. This
is

the first time an

outstanding

piano firm ha s participlllted in a pro

gram in this manner since one of

the large piano companies brought

Paderewskwi to this country in 1891.
Incidentally, in the fastest section

of the Hungarian Rhapsody, Pader
ewski played 156 notes in six sec
ond,or

26 notes per second.

In es

ta.blishing the world s
" speed record,

Henry Scott managed

to

outspeed

the great .E-'ole by 1 'h seconds.Scott's

all-time

record is

second.

44 2-3 notes per

Reaches Rainbow Room
During

the

past

spring,

-Scott

went into the Rainbow Room, Ra

dio City, New York, for a six-week

engagement as featured artist and
enteiitainer. His success there was
immediate.

Famous predecessors of

Scott at the Rain1bow Room include

Alec Templeton,Edgar Bergen, and

Mary Martin. Concert engagements

during the past season include ap

pearances at both West Point and

Annapolis.

·

In 1938, Henry Scot:Jt married love

ly Mary Bell Bard, a Vassar grad

uate, and in the
charming

New

studio of

York

their

apartment,

Scott practices hours on end, does
a little teaching, and is himself a
serious student.

It is his ambiotion •to play the mu

sic of the masters not only well,as
he surely does,1but to play superbly

by continued study with the great

accept a position as private secre

Well

wi�· h

the rpiaris Beacon to

Dr. J. Glenn Ross, former
head of the EI Speech department

tary to

SENIORS!

meantime.

Newf.I, has resigned her position as
reporter

ATTENTION,

to notify me at least

one week ahead of the desired pro

on

auditorium.

Scott's attention in the

jointly sponsoring a Victory Speak

"If any campus organizations are

Monday evening, Feb.1 in the Main

television all have claimed some of

record

interested in this type of program,

ROBERT G. Buzzard announced last ·week· that the President's

concert at

the house and broke the curtain call

tions.

DR.

successful

ic wrote, "Henry Scott brought down

fense Councils, and civic organiza

Col lege P la n s
Rooseve l t Party

most

go far in his chosen field. One crtt

Kappa Delta

ready

Jean Daily '44, Betty Heise

campus.

if not the greatest, program ever to

'44, Elizabeth Burgener '44,

Wilma

the

those college

as a hrilliant .performer, destined to

Larson, Speakers
Offer Services

the peace which is to follow.

'43, Jane Wilson '43, George Briggs

on

since

The New York critics hailed Scott

'43, Grace Guthrie '43, Ruth
Hathaway '43, Jane Lionberger '43,
Martha Moore '43, Bertha Ridgely
Oress

and vresent director of the National

Speakers Division of the American

Red Cross with of.fices in Washing
ton, D. 0.

est

authorities

of

known names

interpret!l/tion.

of

those

with

whom he has studied form quite a

roster, but in the mind and heart

o! this eager young man, It Is only

the beginning.
al

Already a sensation

success, there appears
Continued

no

limit

on Page Three

the seeond box under the east

includ"

board, . not

all

later than
This should

.organizations

of

which he was a member, all of

fices

P reside n t Ca ncels
Spr i ng Va cation

the pledge

dent, . were: Oliver Ander Halter·· '43,

Friday, January 29.

from

that the Easter vacation had been

the

taking

Those neophytes

oath from Marguerite Litt.le � presi

office

&nd declamatory contests and
in

Hall.

decade

season. Theatre, radio, screen, and

Henry Scott
.. Versatile rhythmlcist

SPEAKERS CLUB and the Sigma

PLEDGE SERIVIOES for 20 initiates
of Ka.ppa Delta Pi wer.e held on
Tuesday, Jan. 12, ait 7 p.m. in Pem

bulletin

MEJSIDENT

ured somewha.t

·

at Eastern, has recently moved his

. Taylor has had considera.ble

ence in coaching high school

tist, a

By Joan Sheeks

Kappa Delta P i
P ledges Twe n ty

PRESIDENT ROBERT G. Buzzard

"Influence of Land in the Affairs of

the

Mr . and Mrs. El

He is the son of

entertainer

Town Hall, New York City, this past

Air. Corps In November fol

in June, 1940.

the

that coveted ambition of every ar

ground

lowing his graduation. from Eastern

.. Knows 'whys' and 'hows'

an

days, he has progressed steadily as

He volunteered for service in the

and

: one consists of studying the

, piust

intensive

school program.

Create Concern

tltuations

an

as

In

artist and humorist, culminating in

lems and day and night cross-coun

courts.

divided

Arts where he was much in demand

strument flying, interception prob

organization. :!';�w

schools, churches and

is

This world-wide pianist art;tended
Syracuse university college of Fine

flyer was given a thorough training

The other st:a.tes de

work

and satirical selections.

in the art of formation flying, in

the various organizations

Scouts,

Second and third parts of the con

cert include both straight numbers

silver

tion of Major Stanton T. Smith,the

a!! of their probation work and

g independent as Boys

coveted

At Brooks Field, under the direc

Correction Act that w!ll com

law.

the

August 15, 1941.

ornia has recently passed a

upon

received

tion from thE\ air corps advanced fly

has a private welfare organim

legislature

classical numbers.

ing school at Brooks Field,Texas, on

:IVO!iting in the same field.

the

Tedd'Y Wilson, and closes with two

wings and gold bars at his gradua

The stlll te of Mlchi

has bef::re

<Douglas

bomber.

juvenile delinquency in the

oorrootional

General

with impressions

of Vincent Lopez,Eddy Duchin, and

Wilson was an airplane ·pilot on a

in Dlinois. This is the only
·-wide program for the preven

tments to
ns into one

The program is divided Into three
parts. He begins

MacArthur in the Pacific region,Lt.

!lnquency Prevention is set up

States.

ter. entertainment course program.

ing to word received in Charleston

·

Jan.

22, as the first number of the win

last Friday, Jan. 15.

·

w

of

will present a concert in the Main

auditorium ,this Friday evening,

tion by the war department, accord

In part, "The Division

said,

HENRY SCOTT, humorous virtuoso,

LIEUTENiA.NT Wilson Pink'40, is reported missing in ac

F'IRST

tern student body this morn-

tlon.

E n terta i n m e n t Cou rse
Sponsors Prog ram

Tickles Ivories

he held,

all

honors won,

and aihletics in which he par
ticipated. Include

also the years

in which these took place as 1,

2, 3 , 4.
If any Senior knows of the

activities of another Senior who
is not in school this tenn but
whose picture was taken for the
Warbler, please hand tha.t list In
also•

On the fastern News Front . . . .
Entertainment Course presents Henry Scott, brilliant young pianist, in
·
Friday night concert-Page one, column five.
Arthur Brunk, delinquency prevention authority, addresses
sembly-Page one, column one.

Eastern As

Eas�'s band boasts long and colorful history-Page two, column one.

Mr. G. iB. Robbins, new dramatics head, traces his· eventful cai-eer
Page th ree, column one.

Panthers face Red Bird cagers of Nonna.I tonight on local floor-Page
six, column one.

EASTERN TEACHERS NEWS

PAGE TWO

Organization Grows Des_oite Obstacles

�t A Dream

:-Z;t Waiki ng

Eastern's Band Reflects Glory of
School, Boasts Colorful l-listory

By Martha Moore

By Dorothy Tomlinson

"THE BLARE of the bugle, the ruf-

march

field.

jauntily

down

the

"THERE'LL

Band man

drums," and members of
70-piece band, bedecked
Eastern's
in their blue and gray uniforms,
fle of

BE.

Some

Changes

Made" is a good theme song for

hair

English

style,

or

teacher

whether

you

it

taken a

ing

And the number

for

who

of

shoe

soles

soon.

you think are just

development .in shoe leather.

For

.

one

One

A bright bordered fabric

any figure, depending on what .part

you wish to accentuate with the gay
have a border just anywhere, so re

member you are buying for
·

made, is

ness.

If

Margery Stevens '46, stamps her

who
and

blind daites as she replied, "Always

·

Bina Jo Refine '46, is somewhat

hesitant as she says, "You take an

awful chance�but usually it will
pay dividends." · Betty Boley '46,

states in answer 1t.o the query, "Yes,
· just ask me."

:L<mise McCUm:ber '46, is opposed

ually the annual spring concert tour.
This t.our lasts from three to· four
days, as a rule, and in past years,
the band has played at from 12 to

15 different tow;ns on one tour.Last
year, theY played at only 10 towns,

however.
With this year's critical tire .and
gasoline shortage, no tour is being
planned at present. In years past,

however, these tours furnished much
valuable experience to ·the band as
the members performed before an

the
in
important part
Homecoming celebrat.ion, as well as
affairs
contributing to community
by participating in a hallowe'e n ·

to the practice. She says, "No, what
do you think I am-a seeing-eye

_·dog?"

Ferne Holman '46, voices the
she
possibilities
when

unlimited

states, "I met the man of my life on

an."

estaiblishment of canteens for
ice men.

The program for the evenJtt

TC high speech critic, Mr. P. M.

son, Speech department helldi,

held a short

C. Robbins,
and

Mr.

Poos spoke on how the war 1111

new

fected

fraternity

added responsibilities of spe

in war time, and Mr. RA:>bbin&
ed

The

the

dishwashing

modern

dance was held, and

remainder

Greer,

traveling

need a

"Sure,

you can always love 'em and leave
'em."

Helen Herrington '46, says, "Def-

to

McCormack,

The fraternity

only comment.

services,

have

been

members of Army, Navy
bands.

made

or other

Some of these former East

of

wardrobe

CLIVE
PLUMBING

cial limits upon the amount of wood

and fabric which is used in them.

Rantoul; Crawford Foraker, Ran
toul; Hubert Matt.oon, Field Artillery

of on� of

the

tones in

your

Plwnbini:-, Heating

MAKE your News do double duty.

For Good Tasty Meal
try the

Corner Confectionery

TELEPHONE

Noi:"theast Corner Square

BETTER CLEANING!
!RENEW THE BEAUTY OF YOUR GARMENTS
Our Cleaning Method !Will Do I t

SCHEIDKER CLEANERS
A N D

HUTTS

TRADE AT

.

F U R R I E RS

JUST EAST OF

TELEPHONE 234

even to the sizes of coffins, which

D E P E N DA B L E
TAX I S E RV I C E

LIC E N S E D a n d F U LLY
I N SU RED

Campbell's S hoe Shop
Buy Stamps with the
Balance and Lick the
Other Side.

Sixt.h

Just South of Square on Seventh

24-HOUR SERVICE

Phones: Office 126; Residence 715
J. A. OLIVER, M. D.

Charleston, Ill.

well.

$1.00 up; all genuine leather.--0. P.

Residence Phone 380

plain;

priced

Coon, The Dependable Jeweler, 408

former_ students .�.ll.QW.Jn.J;}lL_ __swh. St.- -.- -- •

-

., .

,.,. ••

P H 0 NE

3r

Cha lestoll.

& Jackson St.

Office--501

�

Jack on

Phone

1

D. SWICKARD
S, B� M. D.

CLINTON

DR. W. B. TYM

Hours by Appointmen�

DENTIST

l

Charleston National Bank Bldg.
·

Phones: Office 476; Residence 762

BY APPO:DNTMENT

bill-

C

.�HARL ESTON PROFESSIONAL CARD

DR. N. C. IKNAYAN

or

and

T E L E P HO N E 295

Learn what's going on, and read

the ads to help your ·pocketbook.

suit

'. Band (foreign service), and others.

men-embossed

AND BEA:

Metal Work

makes it complete.
Simplification may mean just few
er styles of clothes to you, but the
government' means it in everything

Second ·Floor Lincoln Bldg.

bands in the service are: Sgt. Miles

leather

D ICK

that

Culver, Rantoul; Dale Von Behrens,

fine

Burnetta

tee.

has ·been reduced to four, with spe

persons

Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat

made

and

the end of the winter quarter.

busi

ern band members who are now in

Meeker

evening.

Rae Ric!unontl

composed the r�freshment

Alice Sheets '46, is undecided. "I

just don't know - ·really" was her

armed

the

program, and Betty Reeder,

having the annual dinner-dance at

more than usual

travel

of

Betty

Betty Denny were in cha.rg& Of

Alpha Phi during .the latter part of

housewife pro

you are one of those
is

drama
ma

ments were served throughal

members of Theta

possibility

of

Following the program a

ing

Plans were discussed for the lni

the

functions

war time.

at the end of the present quarter.

considered

the

escapist and propaganda

ed the position as she will graduate

also

speech
progr
Mr. Larson presen

the

'DC high.

places Lee Podesta '43, who resign

the winter quaiiter.

c. Robbins, dr

Buren

coach and speech lnstructoit

proved by Players at the meeting on
Thursday evening. Miss Reeder re

new

Miss RA:>bert&

tured talks by

inexpen

folds-the small size for ladies and
a varied assortment of. designs for

part. in the war effort, as
On the strengtli''of"theif aecomplishments in the EI band, many

the American Theater Wing !

Alpha Phi and was unanimously aip

iiatlon of

Proceeds were contrib

ers.

drinking

ated treasurer of Players and Theta

Neither does he have

ball and basketball games scattered
here and there between · the· other
activities on. thefr schedule.
Eastern's hand is pla l�g �ri integral

west

Betty Fay Reeder '44, was nomin

tel plaid suit is especially good for
southern wear and a pastel topper

says,

initely not at Eastern! I like
, know what I go out with ." '

sponsored by Charleston high
TC high school and the collegd

landscape, is

bers.

ket (shorter than last year) with a
stupid shirt (slimmer than last year)
has everything this spring. A pas

wom

J.ane Robinson '45, is of ex

actly the opposite opinion:

a

sponsor, was introduced to the mem

north, south, east, or west, you will
find a jacket and shirt indispensible.
For the latest in suits, the plain j-ac

a blind date-once."

Dorothy Ellen Brown '43,
"No, I'm definitely a one-man

The Oanteen which netted $21

the

puts spice in the army camp, be it

-the more you can get the better.

year
concert band. ·This
· there were 70 in the marching band.
One of the most memorable events
in the band member's career is us-

the

instructor

ure.

self as wholehea11tedly in favor of

the

speech

culated to turn drudgery into pleas

ways get one if you master the art

'

opposite

last Wednesday, Jan. 13, at which

duces a plastic dishpan which is cal

of 'flirting'."

nasium, or . other locations, _as the
occasion demands.
Dr. Anfinson is beginning his
fourth year at the head of the local
band. When he first came to Ea st-

above

time Mr. Buren

Plastic on the home front is rev

olutionizing

She

You only live once. Variety Is the
spice of life and I like my spices!"

Betty

A report on the Stage Door

business meeting following chapel

pearl buttons which are scarce and
expensive.

I

says, "No, I definitely do not believe
in •blind dates, .because you can a-1-

storeroom. From here they shifted
to the "Cracker Box" in ·Pemberton
.. Hall, in 1939. At the present time
of their rehears
_ they carry. on part
als here, and part in the new gym-

brass coating.

a

repla·ced by an

sive plastic.

Gail Gubbins '46, quite emphatic

ally voices a negative alltitude.

Your soldier now wears

. which t.he rest of his buttons were

would go out and have some fun."

At one time the band rehearsed
under more or less unfavorable con
ditions, in contrast to their present
accommodations. They were once
housed in a building south of the
power plant, which was a sort of

time

teen was made .by Miss To

a

solid

And the tagua nut from ECuador of

by saying, "I think they're magnifi

Rehearse in "Cracker Box."

els.

zinc buttons with

duced a somewhat different angle
engaged,

self and not for the magazine mod

about them.

''\Blirid

daites are 0. K. if bhey're all you

If I were not

your-

these days-there is nothing

Joan Robinson '46, petite Pemite,

cent.

depicting

Don't· be fooled by brass buttons

jority in favor of blind dates:

- can get." Gladys Burgett "46, intro-

whi-ch

fraternity.

college

print. Be careful though. You can't

of Eastern coeds reveals a great ma

It has changed greatly from the
history. The
earlier days of its
. white duck uniforms have been dis
present
carded, and in 1929, the
. style and color scheme was adopted.

can be

turned - int.o startling effects t.o fit

assumed added significance.

state."

Bordered ma

terial is hitting the high spot again.

existing conditions, the problem has

_

two-piece with the upper plain

they were last year.

t o girls is

with

a

days, even gayer than you thought

Now,_ due t.o

query

little different

New prints are especially gay these

ONE OF the problems which has al-

the band, stated, "We have one of
the finest equipped bands in the

a

and the shirt part of a print.

By Betty Story

answered the

something

One,

THETA ALPHA Phi

in daytime dresses, make the next

Dateless---Here's
Coeds' Answer

thousand at the spring con
cert o! two years ago.
Dr. Rudolph Anfinson, director of

former

Thes p i a n s E n trust
Money to Reeder

where the wear is lighter.

·

two

y

placed

fibre in the back part of the sole

Dr, Rudclph Anfinson

building.

fountain.

and fibre is a likely answer, using

A "gal-up" poll of a cross section

and

seascape just inside the Main en

to the sole. A combination of leather

perplexing

resident

Main

new shoes involves adding extra oil

ways been

at

meetm,

Townsendl

Theta Alpha iPh.i, college

Two other paintings by Sargent, a

local

attempt to lengthen the life of your

that of .blind dates.

business
Bessie

Miss Reeder was the nomlnll

in the Main hall.

are, in reality, trying out the latest

... Wields baton

a

ed by Players as treasu rer, f

leston, Dr. Buzzard made arrange

pa;cing up and down in Washington,

tivities, the EI band presents one
or two concerts annually. Of these,
the spring concert is the most im
The audience numbered
portant.

bond
parade, and aiding in war
drives. Its calendar has always been
a busy one, with playing for foot-

leather

Chemists,

The Eastern band was named thr
honor college band at the large mu
sic festival in Springfield in 1940.
As another of their noteworthy ac

:;

here with a two-inch heel

limit now and we may begin streoch

trolisers of their uniforms.

-j
'
J

Eng

We have stretched rubber to its

The band arrived just as the foot
ball game was in its last stage-but
the band proceeded with its part
in the day's program, despite the
fact that the rain and mud played
duck
havoc with the new white

plays an

type.

tion in the near future.

26 or 27-piece b'111d was
of
students
of both
up
made
Eastern and faculty members.

average of 10,000 people.
The band averages. about 36 publie appearances a year. It rehearses
four times a week in the fall. It

choice that

height limit.

Band Defies Elements.

Players

dent,

exhibition.

The other,

already

land's precedent may find a coun

very rainy and bad, making trans
portation a problem.

on

trance.

terpart

ago to play at the EI-Carbondale
game. The band got to Carbondale,
but things didn't quite work out as
planned. The day happened to be

out

scene, hangs

haven't

your next

One of the most memorable ex
was
periences of the infant band
their trip to .Carbondale many years

sent

western

This

·

called by

fancy to low heels for dressy dates,

ment.

in

a

Charleston National Bank but was
recently

Main

Previous to the joint

The painting formerly hung in the

art instruct.or, already hang in the

you

Elastern's band was first organized
16 years ago by Dr. 0. L. Railsback,
present head of the Physics depart

. ern, there were 60 pieces in the conSince then, the band
cert band.
reached its peak enrollment in 1941 •
of 96 in the marching !;land and 76

ium.

this w�ek at . the downtown stores.

lasts may see government interven

·

ning, Jan. 14, in the

G. Buzzard to grace the Main hall.

the resignation of Lee Pod

what

.JllS
of the ·
even .bc:11!nd those .practices, there
lie years of struggle and determin
ation when the young band was in

·

cently :been acquired by President R.

ments for the .picture to be hung

If

the embryo stage.

meeting of Play�

Speakers was held Thursdll

had this week, as all the freshmen
are doing, or your latest idea for a

is
about what you can and can't get

And

A JOINT

which features a seascape has re

Reeder '44 was unanimousJ.1i

you will likely soon decide t.o make

instruments.

AN OIL painting by Paul Sargent

When the exhibit returned to Char

new

But behind that marching there
lies many weeks of hard and in
tense practice when feet refuse to
move in step "nd cold fingers seem
.0rrectly the valves
unable to f

P layers, Speakers
Hear Advi sers

these times whether you are talking
about

football

.
M a i n Floor Acqu ires
N ew Sarg e n t P a i n t i ng

st

69

l

.

G. B. DUDJ..EY, M. D.

Offic:e Hours, 1:00 to 6:00
511 'h Jackson Street

PHYSICIAN A!ND

1

Phones:

!

:

•

SURGEOI

6041� Sixth St..

Office, 30;

·1-��LL�
I

·

M.

Resideilal

�

SW

M. D.

6041h Jackson st.
. ar1eston, DI.
Ch
Telephone

132
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cher Does Little Theater Work

R. Robbins, Dramatics I-lead,

ecalls Trail Leadi�g to Eastern
By Ruth Maness

.

Serves

ALL started way back when I
to get my mother's tea towels
rig them U!> on the dining room

-�
�

Elephant's
Chi/cl...

The.

DEAR SOAP.BOX,

Why can't we have fun like that

by Ruth Maness
SHOULD WOMEN

slacks io classes?

once enjoyed on Eastern's campus?
Upon

students

wear

for a curtain,'' exp1ained Mr.

Rachel Owen: No, I don't think girls

telling · about

cause that isn't the proper place

should wear slacks to school be

I. ;Robbins, Eas\;ern's new dra
instructor, in

s

for them.

first interest in the dramatic
high school, he studied

be

looked

the

done.

Mi1,rtha M0-0re

. .. Continues leadership

versity of Iowa to study "more
tics and more dramatics." In

lrl>erience of acting and the ra

Mr. Robbins worked with such
as

Ronald Reagan, MacDon

�Y. recently seen in the movie
Island, and Joy Hodges.

likes

Shakespeare,

especially

l'agedies. Of contemporary plays,
Son, Shadow and 1Substance,

Dodsworth are

his

tavorites.

questioned about that enigma,

yan, Mr. Robbins said that he

"Saroyan has a definite place

the theatre."
especially admires

Walter

the

work

Pidgeon and Fay Bainter

lhe screen, but thinks there are
Hollywood actors and actress

ho should stick exclusively to

comedies which· they can do

As for Bette Davis, "She works
hard with her hands, although
Improving on that."

of his pet peeves is Abbott
Olstello, and their type of slap
i!amedy.

Of all the universal

· n supersititi.ons

·

which

Mr.

has come Into contact with,

MART-HA MOORE '43, W�S elected
president of Eastern State club at

17 of ·the Main building.

The resignation of Claude Hayes

'44, president, who left school after

vice president, also received his no

tice to report .for activ e duty in the
army air corps the following week.
Margery

Arnold

'45, was

by the group to serve

as

chosen

vice presi

dent for the remainder of .the year.

The group decided to sell candy

at basketball games and other. social
funotions for the rest of the year.

.MiA.RGA.REI' Davis

science building.

It will 1be the reg

ular monthly meeting with a .panel

·on "Famous
featured.

American

nuel Presbyterian church

Angeles, C9.lif., with the RevHerbert Booth
the ceremony.
,Bre5sler is a

Smith

Catholics"

Helen Herrington '46, is program

chairman, assisted by Mary Lower

'45, and Madonna Abllnger '44.

The meeting is the first since the

Christmas vacation, and all Catholic
students are requested to

attend.

definite plans for a February skat

ing party will be formulated at that

time and several Important business
matters will be acted upon, accord

of

ceville high school and

of

. The past year and a half,

has been a member of the fac
Of the public schools of ChamBressler graduated from East

y!th the class of 1941. While in
, he starred both on the foot-

and track teams.

·

·

LENTINES1
HI LL"

Wood,

the

reminescences

night watchman,

seems that the activities he recalled

of previous years were .pretty lively.
Because of our

shortage of stu

den.ts this year and calls from all

All I've got to say
ls: why don't you ask me if men
shoUld weir skirts?

need

Initiative

something

some place to go!

in

to do.

planning

We

ness al\d sloppiness
(example:
long ago·, dirty saddle shoes). When
carelessness

and

come

sloppiness

be

prevelant, home standards
and morale will ·be
lowered
in

general.

Eileen

McCormick:

I

think

you

should wear slacks to school if you
can wear them

well as Rosalind

as

does.

However,

I

don't

because it already seems that wo

men are more and more ·talking
over yocations

and

belonged to men.

clothes

that

I think, if we

need

And we need It

right here on our campus, since, ob

viously, here Is the only place we
can seek our entertainment.

.

The lights of "Ole Main" should

not be out week-end after week-end.
The old building

should ibe fairly

shakill3' with activity.
Where are
the Panhellenlc . enterprises,
the

Men's Union and Women's League

1nnovati-0ns o f years gone by. Where
is that
teeming
anticipation
of
"things

concert· music.

position as third grade teacher at

Highland, Ill., last Monday, Jan. 11.
Miss Radloff was a social science

she

While

was .active in Forum,

being a student assistant in the libr
ary.

She was a resident of Pember

ton Hall.
She

left Eastern

last

Tuesday,

Jan. and assumed her new duties
Monday, Jan. 18.

interpretations of swing, Scotit will

also

introduce

satire.
He

is

his famous

considered lby

ADKINS' MARKET

to

come" .that once

held

thority on the many styles of pop

al lecture recitals have gained wide

spread attention in colleges, univer 
sities, and concert halls.
Concert

impressarios·

have

long

felt that music appreciation would

be more universal If artists in gen
eral made their recitals more en
tertaining.

Some artists have done

this to good effect, and Scott, who

has .Jong been aware of this need,
Is bringing vast new and ruppr e<:fa-·

t ive' au tllences

into concert auditor

iums everywhere.
An orange,

a ·balloon,

a candle,

a pair of heayy mittens, a wig and a

with

possilble the concert satire section of

Couldn't
its

we

sports

have

a

contests

class

day,

and

that

A day

all-American spirit of fun?

set aside ·from the competitive con- .
tests between the classes of Eastern
would be new to most

of

and

us

would prove ·great
entertainment.
Booths could be sponsored by dif

piano are the "props" which make
the entertainment.

The classic portion makes a quick
frcm ecarlatti to Liszt with

tour

"Remarks" thrown in, while for the

swing fans he gives his conceptions

ferent organizations on the campus,

of the styles of . Bob Zurke, Teddy
Wilson, Vincent Lopez, Count Basie

any of our many existing "worthy

rumbas, tangoes, boogie-woogie and

the proceeds of which could go to
In that way, our pleasure

and patriotic duties could !be turned
This is a plea for something to do,

some· big "goings on" at ·Eastern.

Bored.

arrangements of his own.
I

LEE'S FASHION SHOP
West Side Square

P h ipps Visits School
NANAL AVIATION Cadet

and Eddie Duchln, not .to mention

James

Phipps '42, visited friends on. the

Eastern campus on Thursday after

noon, Jan. 14.

ALL W I N T E R
M E RC HA N [) I S E

He has just completed his course

REDUCED

in primary air training at the naval

base at Olathe, K:an.

-------,--c--: �----

Robert Bokenkamp:

0er ta In1y !

Many women wear the pants in
the home.

[Jet

pants to school.

them also

wear

Don McKiney: Yes, if they .want

.to.

After all, this is a free country.

M I L LI N E RY
Up. to

$5.00

Va l u es

priced up to

$2.99

Just 23 Coats Left

We men wear what we choose.

wore slacks so much, men would

be less courteous to us and give
us less consideration.

Don TJngley:

E .
ASK .THIG
NG T ER
I
Y
FL •• CHINA
FR Om

I don't see their idea

In wearing slacks to school, but I
don't

·BM

why

they want to.

Rosemary

girls

they shouldn't

Lockyer:

should .be

Yes, I

allowed

to

if

think
wear

slacks to school one day a week.
It would

be

especially nice when

the wea;ttier is bad.

Adva nce Showing

Spring
Shoes

·
New �rig h t ColorsRed, ,. G reen a nd Beige
SnHirt Ope n Heel
•1

·�

N u m bers

See Our Windows

Tenth and Lincoln

a 5¢

RAZOR B LA D ES - LI GHT B U LB S .D I N N E RWAR E - PA I NTS L'. E N A M E LWAR E
HOU S EWA R ES - S PO RTING GOO DS

PHONE

492

soft

drink, when

men overseas

write home or bring back tales about it.

That bottle and the familiar trade-mark
Coca-Cola

remind them of home. The

·delicious taste and refreshment of Coke
·

FROMMEL HARDWARE
SOUTH SIDE SQUARE

concert

prominent

I

The Best I n
Qua lity
at

In

Eastern's students In )ts grasp?

Emily Greer: No; slacks cause girls

to become too casual. Casualness
In time seems •to lead to careless

·1n

addition to the classical music and

ular piano music and his education

our

into one and the same.

Elbert Fairchild:

This recital promiSes to emphasize

student activities ls at a low ebb. We

.that,

for:ta;ble in cold weather.

are very oom

·

a fresh note

educators to be the outstanding au

causes."

And slacks

ing al"tist.

sides to give up this and to give up

thing-the class isn't a dress pa
rade.

it

to the !brilliant future of this amaz

"There must be something special about
read

"BOB

of Mr.

reading

Continued from Page one

ing to President Dario Oovi.

per

graduate

appro

not even Roz.

NEWrvrAN CLUB will meet Wednesday, Jan. 27, at 8 p. m. in the

a.t Eastern,

11. Bressler, of the Army Air
on Monday, Dec. 28, 1942 in

Everyone expects

Elizabeth Moss: No, not to classes,

Commerce club, and iband, ·besides

bride o f Technical Sergeant

wear

think they add much to anyone-

Catholics Pio n
Wed nesday Meet

major with minors in speech, com

became

they'd

priate for the classroom as any

Russel

merce, and biological science.

edding B e l l s Ri ng
Davis, B ressler

them any way.

like,

so, because slacks seem as

MAXINE RADLOFF '44, accepted a

1• "doesn't like him."

looked

f

nts, poetry, Helen Hayes, good

, lmd, of course, steak. As for
, he doesn't drink it much be-

people

Luella Da : Yes, if they care to do

Rad loff Accepts
H ig h l a nd Posi tion

with

they

think

ing slacks !snit very feminine.

Eastern Sta te E lects
Moore Pres i d e n t

<>ne remains-he doesn't like
· g in the dressing room.
rspeclally likes working

don't

women .to be feminine, and ;wear

Christmas to join the army, created
the vacancy.
•Russell P'ierson '44,

Theatre, and then went to the

I

Hill:

should, because regardless of what

llim and at the same time car
on with the announcing.

radio, Mr. Robbins turned

'be a ll right for a

And then, there are girls

Nettie

the meeting of tthe organization last
Friday afternoon, Jan. 15 In Room

ecting the Cedar Rapids, Iowa,

to the army

who don':t look good in slacks.

e commercial radio field as an
uncer. His most interesting ex
e in radio was the time he
d in front of a microphone,

m

So

while, but it'd soon get to be over

;parts

the engineer dashed out to re-

slacks.

women to dress like women.

r Jones, Ghosts, IJedda Gab
and Midsummer Nig ·ht's Dream.
llltes serious drama in prefertJ light comedy, and In the
sity plays he usually
won

ea.rs In high school, and enter

everyone

r think they like .fur

Jim Roberts: lt'd

. Robbins also acted in many of
productions, including Ta.rtuffe,

After col
, lie did various things-he play
In a dance orchestra, taught sev

in

men are going

pa.nt.s then.

hours upon hours in the pro
n of plays.

and Kappa Delta .Pi.

attraclive

if

soon, and they'll see enough long

ramatics department where he

Phi, Pi Kappa Del

right

Betty Higgens: No, because most of

job of secretary to the head of

college, Mr. Robbins belonged

all

I think it

if we did it discreetly.

Intense

and skill obtained for him

'lteta Alpha

and

wear them, I guess we could too,

university In Iowa, and his

:Vill ain.

first

many colleges let ·their students

leontinued commercial study at

�peclally prized-acting

be

would

n," Mr. Robbins hints.

e

at

Mary Eleanor Grossman:

"a little more than sug

rcial ability plus his

If they did, it would

ktractlng

d

would get monotonous later.

com-

subjects, at his parents' sug

n, or

too

Soap· Box

E n terta i n me n t Cou rse-·
Spo nsors Concert

bring a

refreshing

moment on the sunny .

side of things. Enjoy it yourself."
11 .

•onLED UNDER AUTHORITY Of THE COCA-COlA COMPANY BY

MATTOON COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO,

'

...

·
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Eastern Girls Nap as Red Cross
Work Goes in Need of Helping Hands
By Margaret Rademaker
"WAKE UP, Eastern !" cries the voice of Victory. "Yes, you
students at Eastern are napping ! People would think that
you don't know a wa r is going on. Oh, you probably have no
ticed it in the following ways : You can't get cokes or chewing
gum or candy. You have to walk rather than ride. You can't
get that extra cup of coffee. You have to stand up on the bus
when you go home. Most of your friends are in the armed
forces. You can't get thi s, you can't get that. And what do you
do ? Gripe. Now, that's not the way any loyal American should
do. Just think what other people are giving up for you-their
most precious possession-their lives.
"It is true that some of the organizations have sponsored
drives, or given proceeds to worthy organizations. Some hav.e
done Red Cross work. But the maj ority have done nothing.
"Just take an inventory of yourself. Have you bought any
war stamps lately ? Have you contributed to the U. S. 0. or
other organizations, if you are able to do so ? H ave you done
any Red Cros-s work, such as knitting, sewing, making surgical
dressings ? If you h aven't, it's your own fault, and your con
science should be hurting you. Why don't you do something
about it ?
"To the girls at Eastern, we make this special plea : If you
are guilty or not guilty of these things (particularly if you a : e
guilty), please help with the Red Cro� s work, especiall Y m
.
_
making surgical dressings. The room ts located m the science
building, so you won't have far to go. Every afternoon from
.
Monday through Friday, persons are workmg there .
On
.
Wednesday night, from 7 to 9, you may also make the d : essu �gs,
There are awards, too, for certain number of hours m domg
this work. B ring your friends and all help in this great caus � .
Remember, the bandages you make may help save some Ameri
can boy's life. I hope to see you there.
"As a closing word," says the voice. of Victory, "remember
that giving points to happiness and that is what we are all work
ing for. So, '\Vake up, Eastern !' "

.

B y Jean Gossett

at

Charleston.

& It Seems �� �

Gossett Asks Students
''Will You Cooperate?"
EVEN THOUGH the word cooperate has been
.
flung from pillar to post in . the past year, it
still is a very important word and one that we
should keep well to the front in our vocabulary.
In the adver
o f
tisements
the radio and
magazines, i t is
used t o de
scribe e v e r y
t h i n g from
soup to nuts.
. One of t h e
greatest .u .s e s
this word has
is i n connec
tion w i t h the
war effort.
If
this t i m e of
great peril and
stress can show
us the value of
the sipirt of co
operation, w e
should endeav
or to cultivate
and u s e the
t r u e meaning
of this w o r d
Jean Gossett
in our · lives.
When we hear this word used so constantl y,
we are inclined to toss it off lightly with a
shrug as one of those ever present things. The
actual word has been thrown around so mucn
that the meaning has become trite. The spirit,
however, will always remain and never show
wear and tear as long as our present way of life
stands.
The word has long · been one of our main
stays and friends, so that it seems a shame to
let its external armor become dull and tarnish
ed.
Orie of the easiest ways to prevent this tar
nishing would be to actually practice coopera
tion instead of so much talking. Some of us
may have the idea that accomplishing this. goal
w ould take tremendous time and effort.
The real test, however, will come with the
sm all duties and situations in our school lives.
I'm sure we can all think of many ways by
which this could be accomplished. For example,
why should we monopolize all o f the reference
books for our term paper ?
Why not be on'
time for that committee meeting ? Why not
have our share of the report on time ? These
are just a few samples of what might be done.
The same rules apply in this as in all other
instances. After we have eliminated the small
hurdles, then we can go after the big _ones.

AS THE campuses of American colleges become

and lonelier with college men trading Shake

and zoot-suits for uniforms of khaki and navy

one

great

institution

of

the

campus,

the social

�ernity, is bearing the dreadful, deadening b
war.

The id2als of the fraternity are as old as the
less aspirations of man for a democratic broth

of his own kindred.

Them same ideals first find

primary culmination or outburst in the revolt of
people against the tyranny of an oppressor.
From that
·

time whm man first learned t11ai

men possessed "certain inalienable rights" and

men were alike in definite ways, the college fra
has evolv£d into the potent

and

valuable factCll

campus life which it is today.

The fraternity has performed a valuable and'

portant function in the school.

The influence of

fraternity was probab�y greatest in the years I

atc:ly preceding the outbreak of the present war.
Ameri·ca emerged from the chaos of the early t

the universities and colleges became increasingly

with

fraternity

houses and

the colorful antics

are such an indispensable part of fraternal or
lions.

A fraternity does not just happen.

It is the

of a group of boys who conscientiously and sin

feel the need and a distinct desire to have a fra

It is the answer to a specific need in college life.
The

classroom,

however

ably

administere4

supervised, has certain definite weaknesses.

The

ternity seeks to supplement the shortcomings of
classroom by teaching cooperation by cooperatin41
harmonious life by living together.
Eastern

today boasts two

social fraterniti

Sigma Epsilon and Sigma Tau Gamma.

Both

izations are nationally affiliated; both have added
measurably

to

the

panorama

of

events

which

formed the history of Eastern in the past 15 yeal'B.
Both organizations face the same problem, a

lem which is harassing
over.

all

fraternities

the c

How are college fraternities going to s

the war lasts two years more or longer?

Some fraternities in the South are partly ove

ing the problem by merging their manpower and
financial resources.

This is being done, especially
national organization adopting a local frate
This practice, at best, .h owever, is only a tern
the

solution to the problem.

It is reported that the government is

8.Iso

over some fraternity houses, moving sailors or so

in for the duration.

The real answer to the problem lays in the
ness of the coming months.

It is hoped some m

will be found to allow the college fraternities to
tinue their colorful careers.

T.he strangest thought struck us. It's just re
poss-ible that there wouldn't be so many empty

basketball

games if

effort to 'attend.

more

faculty members mad

W�th all this talk of more home cooking due to

canned food scarcity, a fellow needs to make

sure his prospective wife is, at least, faintly acq
with the kitchen.
Why doesn't someone hurry up and tell us

there or isn't there going to be a student council �
and a winter play?

News Without 'News ' Struggles
On, Begs Tolerance of School

on page four.
We are rrrateful for our fellow students who do not make
a gleeful pra tice of pointing out typographic al . mistakes that
get out in the News despite all we can do to prevent them. We
usually find them ourselves the moment the paper is off the
press and seldom think them funny.
And we greatly esteem those fine so � ls who tak � the t � ouble
to compliment us when they have enjoyed a writeup m the

�

News.

We feel especially kindly toward those who read the advertisements and tell their merchants, "I saw yotir ad� in the
Eastern Teachers News."
We also like people who go easy on the malicious critidsm.
We're not so conceited that we take offense when �ome obser
vant soul points out a flaw in the paper. There are many hid
den - and sometime not hidden - within the 25 odd galleys of
type which go into an eight-page paper. But please try. to d?
your criticising in a friendly way. For heavens' sake, wait until ,
you read at least one story before you tattle, "There isn't a
.

··

thing in the paper this week."
.
We are all griping these days because there isn't enough
going on, and it's usually the fe ow . who d <? es. the. least �vho
_
gripes the most. I f �he News isn t as mtere� t11:1 g as it once was
most of the ms1de pages, maybe
covers
material
and if feature
bo y onc.e was. A news
student
the
s
interesting
as
not
you're
�
.
paper can't make news. ; it . cap only prmt it._

�

The new post office regulation in regard to
mail is going to s.harply curtail the sending of the
to service men. Etf£ctive at once, the paper can
be sent uniformed men in this country.

By Emil

.·

EASTERN TEACHERS News likes people who give us "Hot"
tips on· current campus activities.
We adore club reporters or secretaries who get their news
items in the day after the meeting instead of the following week.
We are fond of folks who know that typewritten copy should
be double spaced, and of correspondent-s whose hand_w riting requires no special deciphering .
.
.
We appreciate readers who reahze that no conclave is held
each week to determine which small item will appear on the
front page and which inside. Of course, we plan to give front
page space to the several most imp<?rtant � tories of the w�ek,
but there is, in our minds, an equahty o f importanc e between
Players meeting on page three and the Commerc e club party

,11

Strictly Optional
..
CORNELIA HAS' done it again.

With some of us still

giggling and grinning from the takeoff on Ernest

Hemingway (For Whom the Gong sounds-remember?)

and other choice bits of Soap Behind the Ears, the new
opus has aqived . ..

The overwhelming flood of mail to Uncle
men has so swamped the post office employees
from h<re on, only V-mail can be sent overseas.

much space in ships has been devoted to mail. Al
this new regulation is regrettable, it is probably
sary.

This time Cornella has done it with a colleague.

Her friend, Emily Kimbrough, has assisted, though the
book is written from Miss Skinner's s-tandpoint.

The

name Is Our Hearts Were Young and Gay and it guar

The Dimming Flame

antee�: to make the reader feel beth younger and gayer.
The time is that far-reac.h of history which is far

ther away than Shakespeare's age or the nine teenth

century.

The scenes are more remote than the remotest

Pacific island or the glades of Eden.

For t.he setting of

this reminbcence i:. just one glance or two over the

shoulder to tirn second decade of the twentieth century
and the Europe of that time.

And with this remote and far-fetched setting, the

book retains a certain (shall we say?) earthiness. This,
in spite of the fact that the two young ladies give the

impression of a most ccmplete abandon.
anyway.

Not for long,

The book is simply t.he recollections of the journey

ot two young ladies, anxious to take a trip all on their

own, _and yet a little glad that Mr. and Mrs. Skinner
have decided to stay "in the sai;ne he misphere" with

them.
- --

They descend on Europe.

.the family, they survive.
perhaps.

At . any rate,

Partly due to the aid of

Europe does not do so well,

the measles,

white

pup-tents

(read the book ) , H. G. Wells, shipwreck, and the facts

of

life

dizzy.

all contribute to make

the book

delightfully

No two people could agree perhaps on

episode of the book.

the best

Some of it is just a bit too la

bored to be too utterly funny to us.

For our money,

we will t�ke the white pup-tent event. See page 95.

While we are on the subject of diverting reading,

a word should be said for Ogden Nash's Good Inten 

tions, his latest collection.

Many of these poems have

already appeared in magazines and will be familiar to
Continued

on

Page Eight

tion are evident

hot
as thoughts

to

war.
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The . . .

COLSEYBUR . . . .

Kickapoo Aristocrat
by ELP

Colseybur Endows 'Haven of Conte n tment'

HAVEN will in reality be a clinic," explained Colseybur, "designed

for faculty members and students beset with wartime jitters.

ve cure for people with infantil!sm and bad eyes.

)leOple with falling or fallen hair.

Colsey.bur sank a million dol-

cold

c ash

ation,

in Eastern's

"The Haven

latest

of Content-

t!'

Uncle Sam Won't Have You, I
" ls .to be the slogan of .the new

tut!on.

lust how Colseybur plans to han
hls "defectives" ls not quite clear.
r has it that he wlll utilize the
le Oourse and cold showers

lrellminary treatment.

"I

will

r cure you or kill you,'" philoso

d Colsey.bur. "In either case,
be
· happier than you are now."
t.'le Great Educator

demon

ted another instance in which

were

t to 11.dd another year to our

ulum, the army came along

knocked off the original four.

column is rapidly becoming

international

e

Sam

will

Correspondence

take

you,

alas,

U you haven't paid your libr
flnes.

the

history,

let

us

ask

you

But

ls not only a "pay-as-you-go"

but also a "self-service" war.

one

little

ember way

back

when

we

to worry about so many Ohaipel
ents'f

't forget, Hitler, we kept on
until somebody .beat Notre

wouldn't k.ickaipoo

rica always

does

everything

big way-even shortages.
't it be funny

saved their

when

cars

for

feller

their

" march on Washington de

g a bonus?

eating

ice-

out with

What will The Well-fed Pem
Girl eat next winter?

that I were where I'm not-

just a dog that once was hot.
are

this

spring !

Jones.

There is a war now, dear Miss Jones !

kiddies won't be rolling any

bones.

their niC-Qes,

They'll .be buying stamps now, dear
Miss Jones.

There is a war

now,

dear

Miss

be bringing in the scrap

To wtpe old Adolf off the map,

So you can live in peace now, dear
Miss Brown.

·to USO dances just to keep
ys cheered up.
s to

us that there once was

called, "Every Day Will Be

y Bye and Bye," that ought
revived.

There is

a

war now,

dear

Miss

Green !

that kids are mean ?

because we can't'

hor�es In .the middle of the

term.

Is now a 1''auntelroyAnd

a model for the principal or

dean.

just think, we

still ·haven't

a plaice to rput that Student
l There are only two altern
Af lea or the South Seas.

un

and was in complete harmony with
the model's philosophy

of

student

life.

You say you'v'e quit and become a
WAAC ?

Though

you

have

your blouse

or

Don',t blame •that on the kiddies ;

They'll get along

0. K. till you get

Don't Let Anybody

Pull the Re-u6ed

W ool Over Your Eyes

else

beam.

But what

could you expect .from

with

their

'bomb-sight

them

blinking ?

Those plastic-headed robots ask you
vote.

would

Those

solicit

your

laminated
support.

Those fabricated weasels would prey
upon you.
ing all

What substitutes!

those

years

that

Dur

have

we

been on social security, we have nev
er witnessed

such synthetic dema

gogy, such gadgets of obsolenscence.
Would you bow

ery rationed cit izen knows on which

s ide of the sticker he finds the glue.
It would 'be a sorry world indeed if

built

to

such

specifications.

Y-0 u

You know what it is to suffer de
vitalization.
nylon

alone.

A

man

can't

oleo, and vitamins.

You

go back to the bread and
days,

live

on

He needs soy beans,

would you?

wouldn't
·but '. er

O f course

not.

Then why tolerate a bread and bu�

ter administration?

Who would fi

A man should no more

think of going to the polls without

paying an excess profits tax than he
would think of giving milk to a baby .

The time has come .for all of us to

Let us show the opposition the

kind of capsules we have been tak
ing.

"The Lost

budget.

Hori:oon"-a balanced

A meat market is nothing to · .b eef

about these days.

If we can just keep the "farewell

par.ties"

going

home" . parties

until the

"welcome

begin, things won't

be _ so dull as you mi�ht think.

falling

rapidly

through

the floor of .the gorge.

to

the air

Archibald

to her back and

clung frantically

shouted for her to stop.
"You fool woman," he cri'ed, "don't

go so fast or let

me

walk down."

ed his calls and with much screech
ing managed

to pull up to a dea.d

to save your last tin
can to tie to Hitler's tall.
Don't forget

from her back, Bessie again began
her perilous and rapid decline. And

JINX FALKENBE RG MAY

fi�hting men roam,

Where the j eeps and the gun-wag�

word,

heard

a purified

And the skies keerp weeping all day.

Dr.
·

Dvorak

WE HEAR THAT

is

considering

tered Bride" for production soon. Al

though I am not familiar with ·the

music

of

either, I do not hesitrute

would

have

to recommend "Naughty Mariet!ta."
ONLY A FRENCHMAN
felt

a.t home

when he debuted

ARISTOC RATICALLY

will

win

have

her

face

on more magazine

covers that I have, but my figure is

sprawled out on more easels in our
Art department.

THEY TELL US

Even teachers must list their can
cludes lectures.

in 

dier.

Neither did I raise my girl to

Dear me, how one's

children do surprise one !
fancy that the

war

is

just

an episode in Doc Saxton's career

little

WE KNOW TH REE

disciplined

Pemites

who

are

going to iet a lot of studying done

ken Zoop.

What a L i fe !
Oh, for those carefree

College days-

So short on work,

And long on play.

No.thing but classes

the

least

their

been

redecorated,

we suppose, even to new finger nail
polish.

If we hear any more rumors about

a dependent.

Fatr!otically yours un'.il the turnips

sprout again.

Famed College night life

As the Indian head penny.

MONOLOGUE WITH LIZZY:

P'rice : Who told you you were witty?
Podesta : Nobody.

Price : Then whatever · gave you the

( S o what, it was funny on Fibber

MoGee's progTam) .

SINCE NETTIE HILL

tor

has been added

in

town telephone office to take care
SOMEBODY'S DEFINITION

of my favorite columnist: Elp, he of
the

low-slung

chassis,
LAST

Is about as profuse

Long assignments

Notebook s and .tests.

Who says the world works
While college rests !

Yes, college is quit e

The life of ease-

But when does the leisure
Begin, if you please ? !

--iLinda Paige.

the down

the

free

WEEK THE

Walldng Dream listed some

25 res

oluL:ms for the coming year.

Professor Colseybur.

Then study-which lasts

Far into the night.

cokes, chees-its, etc.--0h, the injus

supplied in apples, popcorn, candy,

wheeling hips, and the fluid drive.

Colseybur's Iris have gone to war.

Time out for food

Which seldom 'tastes right,

The envy of many,

of the extra load of calls.

autos, we're going to list our car as

Then home-<lead tired

"friends" can do is keep them well

moved into Pem Hall another opera

Hall has

Signed :

found it was another "Butch."

idea?

at Eastern.
Pem

ford and after descending the stairs

tice of it all.

I didn't raise my boy to be a sol

be a WAAC.

the other evening when she thought

this week - and

ned goods, which, we suppose,

YOURS,

until nize be.by �tts oop all de Chee

To study some more !

"Bureaucrats

the

his wife.

she had a date with "iButch" War

Funny no one has ever suggested

at

dinner party Harry Hopkins threw

is heard a _.purified

the slogan :

both

"Naughty Mariet!ta" and "The Bar

From eight 't!ll four,

word,

did

tige and a magia.zine on educa.tion

Bert Myers was quite disappointed

Where seldom

we

all for $10.

Where the Jeeps ·and the gun-wag
ons play,

Well

last

"U you

Archibald walked leisurely down at

his own rate of speed.

Give me a home
Where the

When he had climbed

DuBarri

be mad."

off and I'll

Flllally the stubborn mule heed

to get off.

We

We regret that the opposition is

WE RECEIVED A

from

KAPPA DELTA PI

to

stop long enough to allow Archibald

the war."

There is a war now, dear Miss Black !

act.

know that the Educators hav'e
aood in Washington. How else
come these 15-page question-

most

And the skies keep weeping all d�y.

Why that rip-snorting boy

nance it?

know .that .the war ls going to

a long time,

possessed

usual lines of character revelation

Home, home on the range,

have been processed and repossess ed.

smile when we hear of girls

This drawing was

was a most accurate rendition of a

Where seldom is

need not wait for your answer. Ev

a

Note :

awarded A on the grounds that it

ons play,

down under chaotic chemurgy ? We

�VE, mind you, not even

toh.e

And instead of buying pickles,

ponsible butadiene?

Williams lef.t town without

the

living figure,

Would you perpetruate such irres

Colseybur �ood-bye, not even

A "prof�ssional

226 class.

Will be angels, certaintly , dear Miss

louses

so sorry for myself,

model,"

Kickapoo Aristocrat assumes

pose of a happy student for the Art

And kids that act like truckers

for your

Sammy put me on the shelf ;

NOW

I'll

its

offers you a big smatitering of pres

So the mule did leap, but due

leap.

cream cones.

Your

don't

When they came to the

back and commanded her

changed

and she ain't mad.

cliff jump, Archibald mounted Bes

sie's

No chewing gum and suckers !

so sadly off the

on, Washington ;

the road.

calculated her distance and began

be

then

week-end in which she said,

suddenly descended, and it was nec

There is a war now, dear Miss Jones !
won't

six-letter note

essary for the mule .to be led along

to atmospheric <:onditions she mis

back.

those

the way

Miss Jones

pupils

beans and

name to victory sausage.

Bessie were returning home, a fog

There Is a War Now, Dear

Your

soy

their

to and from their destination.

when he's down to his last pun.

middies,

a

acquire

Then one day as Archibald and

Aren'.t you sorry that you thought

we'll soon look

to

a dangerous precipice on

'elpful as ihe .tries .to be.

we

HAIL TO THE GAY

spirit who invented a hot dog from

food staples for the coming week.

Who was Elsie Janis?

as

mand.

And once a week they had to leap

At times .Price is moron we can

stand,

order

is cleaner, and we suppose

a few pledges she has at her com

DOWN

Now once a week Archibald

tlement in

In case you think you are mak"ng

question.

room

and Bessie made a trip to .the set

to send Hitler a statement.

They'll

has become the Washino
oton
is wheel.

Bessie.

be the first of the month,

town.

Go -

that happened only by the grace of

SOMEWHERE

and right now we are iu. the mood

Brown !

- Merry -

The Tale of a Lady Mule

in the hill country lived a man by
'
the name of Archibald and his mule

fully.''

Your kids w!ll be cleaning up the

The Washington

with the .possible exception that her

or

"Passed-up By the Censor, Regret

They'll be saving all

'1'be la st man on the
campus
be decorated for bravery.

How Archibald Came Down to Earth

- ---·

tion can meet the needs of a
·
g Society.

lust when the Educators

I offer

I can do wonders

Senility is my specialty."

It'll soon

P'IV9

We

hav·en't no�iced any difference yet,

Ha l l U n d erg oes
Face Liftin g
P'EMBERTOiN HALL eitper!enced a
rejuvenation

over

the

holidays

with the painter dressing

the t'wo

top stories in fresh new coats.

The walls of the rooms were paint

ed light green and

the

corridors

were changed to light pink.
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Foe Aims.for Fifth Confo Championship

Eastern .Cagers . Oppose N ormal
Red Birds J-lere Tonight
other

streak

T :fI E I R

to eight

Millermen

59-48 in

the health education building.

any one department, State,

season, _the . two

e:icperienced

first

teams

trouble

conference teams.

time

Not particularly

the ga-:1'e.

taking

Eastern,

while

playing

a

for the Southern Mafoons last Wed
41-30 in a game at Canl>ondale.

ther out on the floor.

ibe composed of

guards,

and

teaming

Joe

Swank,

.

at

S'.ate's

finish, Millikin defeated Eastern by

long

shot

specialist,

slipped a long one through the net.

tions.

free throws

and

ceniter posi

Bob Lockhairt ranks as first re
placement for the ' scoring part of
the lineup, and Vance Hamann and
.

State a 7-6 lead. The Indiana men
then began to gain momentum and

Gordon Wood are two others who
will probably get into act!on .to

ern staged a rally in the

soon were out in front 19-12.

Birds look to Walker to stop the EI

baskets by Hitch and Doughty.

ketball, Dane

had a 29-20 lead.

defense.

holds

down

the

re

bounding spot of the T defense and

The Sycamores

Dane Walker

is a good leader on the floor.

. . . Captains foe

Merlin Belle, a freshman who won

iron,

is

now trying

for

honor on the hardwood.

the

same

One of the

best colored net p'l ayers in

th e state,

Belle was a member of the Freeport
team

that

went to ·the state

school tournament last year.

high

Oross, 6 feet 3 inch color

George

ed net·ter from Oarmi, has plenty of

experience

with the

offensive for

mat�ons of Coach Cogdal and has

·been working on the defensive spot
vacated by the graduation .of John
Scott, four year letterman.
Jerry

Frieburg,

Seybrook

junior,

is always high up in the scoring of
the

conference

and

shoots . equally

well with either right or left hand.

will "fill the tough position of front
man in .the T defense used by Coach
Cogdal.

The Red Birds are

their fifth

consecutive

championship.

shooting for

conference

Last year the quin

Sullivan Stars as
M illermen Win 49 -47
By Ray Metter
EASTERN'S MILLER-coached cagers
of

3ibout his starting lineup.
substitute

freely,

came

behind

the
in

Panthers

the

closing

16.
DeKalb led throughout the game,

holding a margin of 25-17

at the half,

a.nd raising. that lead to 15 points
with 12 minutes remaining to play.

Suddenly, the entire Eastern ·team
went on a scoring spree which cut
Nor'.hern's lead

to

with two

47-46

minutes of playing time to go.
'Dick Lehr

who

'45,

five field

had already

goals,

re�eived

two free throws . and sank the first
tying the

He will

tempt ·was

using

game.

The

second

at

bad. but Utrry Walker

pulled it off the 'board and sank a

spot shot from the free throw circle .
to spell a lead and victory for Elast

ern, 49-47.

RADEMAKER

Andy Sullivan led the home team

in

sinking six

field

goals

News office.

Lehr

trailed with

and Aden

each

tile center, turned 'in a commendable

of

-performance under the 'basket, scor

1 4 to 12 and the number of required

tered with three baskets and a cou

scheduled basketball meetings from
meetings from 10 to nine. The group
other business of

concerned plans

the

for a

that everyone who has a credit in

WoAJA. or who is taking an active part

in some club now is cordially invited

to dress comfortably and come at
.

7 : 30 p: m .
te

Walker coun

ple

and

of

charity

evening

WAA party

be given in the gymnasium on
· February 3. Miss Rademaker states
to

ing three field goals.
free

throws,

MoCord

chalked up three ·field goals and one

unanimously accepted the proposal .

toss.

thers total, but these were quickly
nullified

on

field goals by Pearcy

and Doughty.

Late in the final period the Pan

thers put on a spirited rally with J.

Sullivan accounting for three bas

kets and A . .Sullivan for . two. Vail
added two free throws to bring them

to within seven points of the visi
tors.

The

Sycamores succeeded in

staving off this rally and went on to
their ulttmate 59-48 win.

Indiana State gained c

· ·

ground from free throws. They .were
able

to

connect 19 times on

loot for the evening.

<Both teams employed a fa.st break

·

FG FT PF
Melvin, f ........, ...................0
4
3
Ind. State (59)
Jcnes,

f

Short,

f

Cline,

............................. .5 ·

4

2

. . . . . . . . ._

2

2

0

0

3

4

0

0

3

4

3·

1

0

0

0

0

19

17

.... .. .... . ...... .. .2

........... ... ... .. . ..........0

f

Doughty, c .. . ........ . .... . . ........4

Bennett, g .:.........:.: ............ 0
Pearcy,

Hitch,

............. .... . ..... .....4

g

g ...... .. .. .... ....... ..... .... 5

Mason, g

.

1

....... ...... . ...... . .. ..0

Hall, g ........................... : ......0

Riddle,

. ...

......... .. . . ............. . .0

g

....: ....................... 20

Totals

Eastern (48)

FG

.... . ......... . ... ... ... . .........0

Vail, f

f

Schick, c

... ............. : ...............2

. .... ................ ...... . .. !

J. Sullivan, c ......................4

McCord, g ................ . ....... . .0

A. Sullivan, g ....................5

Phipps, g ..... .... ... .... . .......... .1

Cox, g ................ ...... . ...... .... .0

DeKalb was leading the

conference previous to the Eastern
game.

4

3

0

1

0

0

()

2

0

3

1

4

3

4

0

3

1

2

1

Taken · Ea rly.
RYA N ST U DIO
Phone

598

South Side Square

.. .................... ........ 0

0

0

Totals

... ..................... . ... 19

10

22

Referee, Paige; umpire, Jacquin.

SHOE 'REPAIRING

try

We lton1s S h oe Shop

Between 5th

& 6th o n Route 1f

Don't

from the sideline and also closed the

ary 3.

free throw to break the tie.

Wei r Pays Ca l l

· scoring for the game after the final
buzzer had sounded by
sinking a

During the first half particular

ly many shots went far wide and

Larry Walker,

Eastern forwaird, finally warmed up
to sink seven field goals !for a total

of 14 point.s, making him high point
man for the evening.

Millikin missed but five of - its 18
throws

while

Eastern

seven of its 13 attempts.
of

Millikin

sank

throw attempts.

editor Of
News, visited in Charlestof

PVT. ED Weir, past
·

the week-end.

cago while waiting to ,be
active duty in the Army
in February.

10

For That Del iciou

Jan.

23,

at

a

party to be held at the Little Cam

pus.

Air

GREEN'S

Gamma actives and

night,

Cards and dancing are sched

uled as -the main diversions of the
evening.

Home Made

Ice Cream

Just Four Doors South
Square on Sixth Si.

We exteud an
Eastern students to take
vantage of the services
dered by this institution.

CHARLESTON NATIONAL BANK

Drink Milk for Heal
The children of today · must pre

.

their· future lives . They must
have in their daily, · diet a full
quotr. of bone forming minerals,
calcium and phosphorus.

MARKET

11 The Biggest Little Store in Town11
Free Delivery

Phone

in

1 es

free

pledges will fete .t heir gii;l friends

on Saturday

·

missed

Sig Ta us Fete
G i rl Friends
SIGMA TAU

Weir is

an army induction center

Ed Dahm

eight of

forget

pue tc take their place as the
.
grown-up� of t�morrow. Now
while they are young they can
build · a foundation of health for

THOMPSON'S
7-11

leave you with.

For Up-to- Date

RUSKI N

Open Sunday,

Well, there is just this

Captain Don Wilt of Millikin op

0

Irwin, g

'44, co-social chairmen, are in

Get You r P lacement
B u reau P ictu re

from

2

Jane Hon '44, and Margaret Wen

charge of the affair.

"Betty"

made at dance club!

ened the scoring with a long throw

FI' PF

Walker, f ............... ..... ....... .3

ing offense, with the tempo never

slackening.

free

throws while EI only. hit 10 · out of
18 attempts.

second

finish.

free

it

Kay Grable may turn ou&

Millikin had led all the

short of the ·basket.

bhe

blame

You know, of course,
Holmes thinks about such th

o�sider�ble

Vail suffered an ankle

injury early in the game and was

.

er and J. Sullivan boosted the !Pan

Lehr,

while

Big Jim Sullivan, Eastern's versa

to

commendable lead. Baskets by Walk

five baskets from action and a free

scored 11 points for DeKalb.

'44, head of bas
number

EI and then baskets

Dyson, f ... ........... . ............ . . .3

Calacci, Olivieri,

at 8 p. m. last Tuesday, Jan. 12 in

consiaer changing the

McCord added a

and Pearcy.

and five charity tosses for a total o.f

throw for 11 points.

to order

ketbaU club, .asked the council

scoring,

17 points,

'43,

called the Women's Athletic As

Betty Sherrick

from

when

fown game last Saturd·ay night, Jan.

WAA Cou nci l S hortens
· Basketba l l Sched u l e

the

of

.the 'Northerners 49-47 in an out-of

McCord, Lehr, Walker, Vail, Dyson,

sociation council meeting

Leathernecks

minutes o.f play to fillish ahead· of

Schick, and both Sullivans.

MARGARET

the

the season

tossed in

Coach Clay.ton Miller is in doubt

probably

handed

DeKalb their first conference defeat

tet ohalked up a record of nine vic
tories against one loss.

vin

(Frankly, can you

way until the tie just prior to the

sec

by Hitch and Doughty gave state a

Bob Matone, junior from Wilming
ton, is one of the defensive men who

the

umnist ?

final gun.

ond half with two baskets •by Mel
free throw for

a varsity letter last fall on the grid

st·arted

final foul was committed before or

score - just a few seconds ·before the

At

half time the boys from Terre Haute

A three-letterman in bas

we could 'skirtingly' win this

buzzer . sounded.
After
.
trailing all the way, Eastern tied the

this attack with

156

rt

time to come among the fans of Mil

after the

kets by A. and J. Sullivan, and !Lehr,

but State beat off

Coached by Joe Cogdal, the Red

"If there was a priority on

likin and Eastern· as to whether the

minutes of the first half with bas

night.

well-known col

ing the slacks controversy.

There will be discussion for some

East

A very

new

ment made :by Jeanne Cress r

building Monday night, Jan. 18.

closing

the

fall's

this paper refused to print a. s

on the floor of the health education

to give

last

step called the "jerks"!

a score of 45-44 in a game played

Captain John Melvin added two
and Jones one

very slow

start in the first half and a photo

then

of

club, recently learned a

IN A game marked by

g,ive the Panthers a 6-2 leaid. Hitch,

. George

ii

will be

There

Margaret Hubbard,

character

A. Sullivan sank two quick ones to

Cross, and Jerry Frieburg, operating
at the forward

time this week.

B l ue's Belated F ree
Th row Downs Et 45-44

another free throw, and Dyson and

Walker

up

ment in basketball, to start
teams.

McOord then added

a to

plans are under way .for

. . . Scared Millikin

immediately retaliated with a bas

ket for State.

The starting Normal lineup is ex
Bob Matone

Larry Walker

ing with a free throw, but Pearcy

of Normal basketeers who will in

and

constitution only last Tue sd&Jll

Mc·Cord opened the evening's scor

imposing list

vade the EaStern campus tonight.
pected to

Andy Sulli

12 point total.

guard and former Vermilion county

prep star, heads the

changel

Betty Sherrick, who

van was the big gun for EiI with a

senior

It

class.

. ing for!

a majority of their points from far

nesday, Jan. 15 as they went down

askiDC

been

"physical . fitness"

could only know what they are

through the strong defense· o.f their

mat:h

Walker,

. a.

good

opponents, and were fori:ed to score

Dane

of the faculty have

floor game, coUld not seem to break

ary 8 on the local floor and the Red

(She finally

Miss Hupprich says some m

Jones was high for them

with a total of 14 points.

Southern of Car

bondale dropped Eastern on Janu

Captain

- into her own !

in

. straight, hard basketball throughout

rival

Birds of Normal proved no

really
d
she could work . .better with trei
to the rest Of US.)
ercises that Bert Myers

full advantage of all breaks, playe d

this

have both

against

outstanding

J1111.

It was during the limbering. up

fought b:tttle last Thursday, Jan. 14,

Normal quintet on the local floor in
the

was presented to Miss Hu

dance club last Thursday,

hard

in the health education building.

exam

how -unfit we Eastern w

games

a

good

A PERFECTLY

winnins

straight

without defeat, Indtana State cag
the

Pecks Panthers

tonight when the Panthers answer

for

By Virginia Lacey

By Doyle l)ressback

EXTENDING

the opening t1p-off against a strong

Meeting

Women's Langi

ers of Terre Haute, Ind., defeated

IT WliLL be two long-standing rivals lining up against each

Finds Range

Indiana · State
. Spanks Lo.cals, 59 -48

M e ad.ow · Gold Dai
PHONE 7

of

EAST E RN . . .
In the
.

•

•

•

SERVI CE

. WJ[LLIAM Zeigel, public relations director who is in charge of send

ing the New:> to service men, stated Monday that "Any men In service
go abroad should send a letter specifically asking that their subscrip
be entered on our list under the special subscription for service men."

John T. Brown, former stu 41ent, writes requesting the News.
ls a.t the Army Pre-Flight school
pilots at Maxwell Field, Ala.

tine work and we are

not

trained to be supermen either.

being
'My

Day' starts at 5 :30 in the darkness

of the morning and ends at 11 in

former cross country star,

six days a week <loing practical work

located at the following ad

now

: U. S. N. A. S., Operations Of-

' I..ambert Field, St. Louis, Mo.

quit
.Opl. John L. Berry, who
I in tihe early part of 1942,
be reached by addressing mail
him at Officer Candidate Olass
. SZ, Fort Sill, Okla. Cpl. George
entson writes Professor Frank• E. F. T.
S.-A. A. F. A. F. S.,
L. Andrews. His address is 973rd
· J, New Mexico.

the darkness of ni�ht.

stationed at the Trinidad In
ent Camp,

Trinidad,

John J. McCarthy

Colo.

may

be

ed by addressing mail to him

&rracks

747,

36th

Technical

I Squadron, Lowry Field No. 2',
ver, Colo.

0-C John W.

his post at

Voigt

'42,

Camp

writes

Barkeley,
s. He says, in part, "I'm still
out and if I live long enough,

may struggle through. After nex.t
k one-half of it is over. Things
l>lcking, up and I mean work. I'm
ing on coming home for a visit
and when I am commissioned."

His complete address : o. c. S.A.. .c.-M. R. T. c., Co. F., Class
, camp Barkeley, Texas.

1&.-S.

James L. Mason is with
n I, Group 9, Class 43-H,
ell Field, Ala. Marvin Mizeur,
of the senior class until
· ent
left for the navy at the end of

•

fall quarter, is located at U. S.
R., Midshipman School, Room
Tower Hall,

820 Tower Cour.t,

O, Ill.
LL Farrel S. Patterson, Co.

C,

Infantry, Camp Butner, North
lina; Pvt. Alfred A. Redding:
T. c. Squadron, Tenth T. C'. Gr.,

Field, Fort Bragg, North Caro
; Pvt. Harry A. Rice, 635 Tech
Barracks
School Squadron,
Boca Raton Field, Fla . ; Har
e. Werner, A. A. F. T. T. C.,
· g Center No. 1, New Haven,

Eli Storm, who was enrolled
�tern the fall quar.ter, is now
· e,d at the Air Corps Techni
He
ilchool at Gulfport ,Miss.

, "I received an ilisue of the
the other day and it was al

as

good as a visit right back

campus. We, too, have a pabere on the post.

will probably notice that we
h11.ve an entertainment course
. You don't need any "rec" ticdther to get in. We have two
ters on .the post. The USO pre
ou

on the average one outstand
leature per month free. During
tntas week, we had the stage
''Claudia" and today we have
just
Don Cossack chorus. I
back from the performanc e.
are excellent.

You know they

to be good when .they make a
r .filled with soldiers cheer for
s on a.hout ev'ery other numse navy men from school I

1

used to write hack moaning
the tough conditioning course

SUBSTITUTE
QUALITY

FOR

pod hair cut just

doesn't hap

t 15 the result of long
ce

can

the

ex

and careful attention.
get that kind of service

former student,

writes the following letter at his

post at Balboa Heights in the Ca

nal Zone.

"I have found that nothing keeps

word from home.
"While

than

the government has

as yet chosen to place me in

not
the

fighting forces, I have been given
an assignment here on the zone

ridor.

The

display

consisted

of 'block

batic, and hand :prints from Java,
Peru, Guatemala, Iran, Turkey, Chi
na, and Egyipt, as

well

as

several

from the studios of American de
signers.

The textile exhibit gave way this

His address : Box 591, Flt. A.. 592

T. S. S., Gulfport Field, Miss.

Claude Hayes '44, president of Phi

Sigma Epsilon

and Eastern

State

club until leaving for the army last

week, writes from his induction cen

ter at Fort Sheridan , Ill.

He iays,

"Fred Currey '44, and I are really
holding the fort down.

We are two

gone since we have been here. It's

really

busy phce.

a

I haven't wash

ed my face but once since I arrived
"I

am completely

through

with

every.thing here now and am waiting
to find out where I am to be sllip
ped.

They don't tell you until you

get on the train."

Paul Blair, for.mer editor of the

News, writes, "I enlisted in the sig

nal corps on August

15 and have

been in Chicago since September 5.

I t.aught until October 5 in one of

the signal corps schools here in Chi

cago and since ·then have been go
ing to school here at the university.

I am taking the electricians' course
in which they crowd about a year

and a half of work on you in
weeks."

His

address :

stone, Chicago , Ill.

20

5514 Black

For the past six

been

employed

in

the Accounting department of the

Panama Railroad company on the
Canal Zone.

by

the

TWIN BROTHERS,

Gerald

enormous

volume

of

business.

quirements constitute the

bulk of

Naturally, the Army and Navy re
that business.

The road is only 48

miles in length, with seven active

line stations in operation.

"The conduct of the road coin

cides favorably with the operations

of the railroads in the states, with
the exception of the inter-line con

nections.

We have a considerable

amount of handling and
ing work for shipments

11.ccount

between

steamship lines and our own rail
road line.

their birthdays, according to word
received from their army post

at

Minter Field, near Bakersfield, Calif.

at the Port of Cristobal. The Pan
ama Canal department owns the re

mainder of the docks. I was for
tunate enough to be placed in a

position where I helped the people

in charge of all of the various ac

of

I knew nothini'

counting for the passenger end of
the business. I came here at a sal

ary of $168 .75 and have been given
two

substantial

raises

during

my

stay until I now receive $208.33 per

month .

"The Panama Railroad company

They were inducted the same day

is a corporation chartered under the

Guard, bringing the total of Mieures
in the armed forces to five, two

the company, but the fact that it is

as members of the Illinois National

Of course,
the government owns the stock In

laws of New York state.

brothers in Australia, and another
in Glendale, Calif.

To Camp Forrest, Tenn., they .went

where they soon

became

tired of

agitating gravel in cadence and ap

plied for cadet training. After pass
ing

tests, with scores as alike as

the proverbial two peas

in

a pod,

they were first sent to Santa Ana

and then on to Thunderbird Field,
Ariz., for primary training.

As in childhood, when they con

tracted measles at

R EM EM B E R . . . .
Your shoes are i'Oini' to
need re-solin&'.
For the Best In Leather
and Workmanship see

THE GO L D E N R U L E
SHOE SHOP

W. C. Fitzpatrick

522 Jackson

the same time

and fought over the same girls, they
continued making equivalent pro
gress in flying, until they simultan
eously . discovered

minor

physical

defects which made further flying
impossible.

Sent to Minter Field for ground

duty, they made K. P. together. At

length, they were made athletic in

structors because of physical edu
cation study back wt Eastern .

But there is one difference-Har

old was married in 1940-Gerald is
still looking!

For . . . .
CLASS ROOM,
CAM PUS or H O L I DAY
OCCAS I O N S
We Have It
Holie,

Sheer SIMD'

-

Gle1'es

Lovely lilweaters In Sloppy Saes
and Joes and otht.r styles Blouses in cotton and silks 50c, $1.00 to $1.2S Dickies 1White Stripes, etc. - Capper's
Campus Scarfs.

ETHYL'S SHO P
Phone 451

5()5 Seventh St.

the Panama Canal department is an
example.

"As most of you know, the Canal

runs from the Pacific to the

had an opportunity to see quite a
to the west and to the east of the
·

I have

made

a

on my hands.

trip

west

a.long the 'P'ac!fic coast to San Oar

los where there Is a good beach.

"Jungle growth is present for the
On

entire 60 miles of that drive.

I'm now working in

the Tooling Division of the Douglas

Aircraft company as a full-fledged

draftsman.

I draw designs for blue

prints for parts of the planes.
crazy about my work."

I am

.sincerely,
Dorothy Jean Bruce.

At

During my six months here, I have

Zone.

"While ther.e I worked at the Sol

Deo n Cavi ns D i nes
With P h i Sigs
DR. HAROLD M . Cavins, dean . of

men, was the dinner guest of Phi

Sigma Epsilon fraternity
chapter house

on

Ninth

Thursday evening, Jan.

at

7.

the

street

another occasion, I visited the ruins

of Old Panama

located about

six

BRAD ING'S

miles from the present Panama C'ity

S HO E R E PA I R I N G·

and seven miles from the · Canal
Zone boundary. That old city is now

Quality Materials and

nothing but the ruins of the city
that

the

pirates

sacked

Prompt Service

in

417 Seventh St.

PHONE 173

unload at the port of Balboa and

"Most of my work has" been ac

army careers almost as similar as

I dashed out to San Diego and stay

"The railroad company owns most

of these thini'S before coming here.

and Harold Dale Mieure, who for

Bob got homesick

so as soon as school was out in June,

of the docks where ships load and

a chance to learn all phases

merly were enrolled at Eastern, ha:ve

cember, 1941' and was sent out here
to San Diego.

Continued on Page Eight

railroad procedure.

Gale

other

which

bit of the Republic of Panama, both

the road is a short one, it handles

counting operations, thus giving me

Twi n B roth e rs Make
Army History

freedom of operation than

an

for

She mites, in part, "My brother

Bob enlisted in the marines in · De

It was fun in spite of the callouses

lantic Oceans at the .Panama Canal.

work

company,

head librarian.

Uni

freight and passenger
movements
over the 14lnama Railroad.
While

accounting

Aircraft

ar Aircraft company in the factory.

circulated

Zone is a strip ten miles wide and

the

Douglas

pens a letter to Miss Mary J. Booth,

versity of Illinois.

work

"My work is in the division ha.n

dllng

of the

ed until August.

art

government departments of

to our war effort.

a

draftsman in the Tooling Division

week for a showing of high school

months, I have

gra.cluaite crew chiefs . "

Panama Canal defenses, and thus,

Eastern

graduate, who is now working at

printed pieces, handwoven designs,

a corporation gives it much more

Well, the air
were getting.
gives that to all of us as rou-

BE JS NO

Taylor,

R Whiting, exhibited a part of its

textile collection in the Main cor

an assignment of vital importance

and that was before mess .tonight.

the campus a short time ago, is

N.

DOROTHY JEA N Bruce ,

under the direction of Dr. Mildred

in air plane mechanics as well as
theory. This school is supposed to

ls care Officer in charge IA. A.
. S., A. P. O. 858 care !P'ostmaster,
w York, New York.

w

LAST WEEK , the Art department,

that is directly connected with our

of a;bout 3 ,000 who have come and

LI. Jame!> D. Levitt, who visited

ORAL

Former Coed Se rves
As D rafts m a n

"I go to school from 8 to 4 o'clock

Pvt. Lloyd Elam is now stationed
Texas at the Base Weather Sta
n, A. A. F. G. s., Dalhart, Texas.

ral Richard C. Hampton's ad

Eastern Artists
Display Textiles

A l u m n u s Views
Southern Scenes

morale higher and stronger

ilomplete address: Squadron A,
p 7, Class 434, Maxwell Field,

s,

Taylor Describes
Canal Zone

WILL R O G E R S

___

JAN. 20-21

WEDNESD!AY-THURSDA Y-

THE

'
WAR

e

AGAINST

MRS. HADLEY.

with Edwa rd A R N O L D- Foy B A I N T E R

JAN. 22-23

FRI DAY-SATURDAY-

Greer GA RSO N-Wa l te r P I DG E O N i n

Mrs. Miniver
JAN.

S U N DAY-M O N DAY·

24-25

l'VE BEEN DOUBLE-CROSSED • • •
Sold down the
plug hat and a
shovel-tailed coat!

I N C HARLESTO N
I T'S

KEIT H ' S

BREAD
"Ask for it

by name"

KEITH'S
BA K E RY
Wholesale Baken crl
Holsum Bread
CHAIRLESTON, ILLINOIS

with

Tma
Fredd'ie
Ian
Edmund
GWENN · HUNTER . BARTHOLOMEW . THAYER
M (/ M Pit':IM#

I

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY

- 1!:ASTERN TEACHERS NEWS

PAGE EIGHT

Branch Begins Night Classes

Chapel Features.
Quiz Program

Oral Taylor
Writes l-lome

-

'

Extension Division Collaborates
·With Commerce Department

Continued from Page Seven
the early days of Spanish and .Eng

lish activities in this area.

·

Organizations Vr
In Speech Tou

EASTER.N 'S "BATTLE of the Sexsponsored by

es,"

Student

the

direction of

UNDEH, THE

Council, will be the chief attraction

Melville Larson, new head
Speech department, and Joan

"At another time, I traveled east

at chapel on Wednesday, Feb. 3, at

trip

by 'cayuko' down the Chapo river.

Bill Humes '43, ls ma.ster-of-·cere
monies. The teams, six 1boys versus

six girls, will be selecteO from the

included debate on the inte

day evening in the typewriting room

three hours and made the return
trip in an equal amount of time. We

tion to be announced later. ·

"What constitutes the best

secutive weeks, with the room open

By way of explanation, a 'cayuko'

COMiMEROE depar:textension division
of .the college began two courses in
EAS'I'El&N'S

ment and the

beginning
Jan. 19.

We traveled down the river for about

The classes will meet each Tues

each Thursday evening to give those

who enroll in the courses an oppor

. tunity to use the college maCb.ines

more questions by Friday, Jan. 22,

trip to the San Blas Islands, the

can be earned by a student taking

home of the San Blas tribe of In

one of these courses if he is a grad

ab:>ut seven hours by boat from the

as an elective or as one of the re

Instructs adults

Td others the training will

M etter ·Gives Class ·
Initial Instructions

refresher ·�ourse.s for

For those

. who wish to learn the art ot" touch

typewriting fo; rtheir own personal
use, the courses may prove aittrac

Dr. Metter

office

1

in

department

the

Since

pus last Friday afternoon, Jan. 15.

, tlha.t time it has grown rapidly and

Sgt Southard was on his return

had

Miami

. the largest number of majors of any

a commerce major
The department occupies

the college

or minor.

ls

' the five rooms on ,the third floor of

ing, and ls equipped with the most
of

equipment.

furniture

to me was to land on the

to

having

and

tratlve work with the
time.

that

His present

army since

a:l.dress .' i.s

commerce

are given their choice of selecting
ed;

namely, accounting, secretarial,

is

Each _curriculum

properly balanced .between the skill
ed and the non-skilled training ·th lllt
' so often determines .the success of
an office workfil.
of

Six terms

typewriting

shorthand are offered

to

and

provide

pieces of smaller

sive equipment.

and

less

primary coneern to those students

preparing for the field of business

secre
.the relation of the private
tary to the employer, personality im
provement, and oppol'tunities of men

and _ women in the secretarial and
the professl:onal teaching fields.
students are

'

given

training on

machines,
comptometers, duplicating machines
rotary
such as the mimeograph,
r-0eker type
and
flaitbed,
ditto,
duplicators; tband posting machine ;

various types of adding

Ediphone, which consists of the dic
shaving
transcribing and
ta/ting,
for
equipment
complete
units;
geographic, alphabetic and numeric

is

according to

it pretty nice.

the

verse writer.

However, we have

the

Milk . and milk products are

is
h

There is a

are

just

comments

that Ogden Nash was leaving a

·

ture--0r at least a caricature of
times-was not speaking wil

high and are also difficult to get.

Raw eggs are 60 cents per

Of course ,

Zone are much

DEFENSE

lower than in the Republic of Pan

ECO N OMY

We get lots of beef.

"Also,

D EMAN

we have a good ·many menus

of chop suey and other rice dishes.

Bananas, oranges, and tomatoes are

So save your car by ha
it properly lubricatef

women of Illinois.

course,

under our directiOQ.

You can never

have all the various typeii of can
ned

goods

from

coconuts

the

are plentiful."

ORAL N. TAYLOR.

N E W E LL

of your geography courses

rises in the east and sets in

the

The latest Victor, Columbia and
Decca Classical and Popu;ar
Records and Albums.

s-&h Side of Lincoln

HUCKLEBERRY

AT TENTH

Jewelry and Music Store

and other professional courses

B OWL

:of

teaching.

c
A
F LO R I STS
R
0
L
'S
PHONE

S U N F E D VITAM I N B R EAD
1tich in Natura.I VitamiDB Bl, E , G
"Sunshine" Vitamin D.

. at

·

'

- to Students
Every ' Tues.,

1 : 00 to 6 : 00

Open Bowling Every Thurs., Fri.,

39

IDEAL BAKER
NORTll SIDE HQUARE

750 Sixth

Spec i a l Price

. ,
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He'll Be Comin' 'Round the Mountain-that is if he is a student at Bates Collegtf,
Lewiston, Me. Bates holds the rather unique position of having a sma l l mountain of
its own right on the campus. Here J,ol\n Grimes maneuvers for the final plunge to the
foot of the slope on the down-hill run.
Collegiate Digest Photo by Woodcock

• •1
.

A' "Jinx" in Name Only -- Orchestro leader Jock Teagarden selected Miss
Deanne Greenig as Queen of Bucknell Un iversity's a n n ual Senior B o l l . Miss Greenig,
J!pularly known a s "Jin x," is a member of Delta Delta Delta sorority.
Hehn

..

Sets Two World's Rec o r d�-Elroy Heidke, 1 9-yeor-old Purdue U n iversity
sophomore, stole the show at the Eighth Annual Purdue Acquocade when
he broke two world's breast stroke records. Heidke covered the 50-yard
Acme
course in 28.3 seconds a nd the 50 meters in 30.8.

--

A new formation was seen on Colgate's field a s the Marines l ined up for
Uncle Som.
-

-
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Bock in the dressing room, five of the Marines get a lesson in rifle from Staff Sergeant
Marcus Chocona. Drawing a bead on an imaginary enemy is Center Johnny Greer
while teammates give careful attention.

Mike Micka gives o snappy ....sol
.
ute to his three backfi eld motes
Marines. Micko is "all-Morine" from the waist up, but footb.o ll pa
the legs that carried Mick a over. 650 yards in. nine games.

ALL-AMERICAN
Elsie Stanley, junior class
song leader at Cedar Crest
C o l l e g e, Alle ntown, Po.,
carried off first prize for
her class as the "Red,
Wh ite and Blue Girl" in
t he annual song contest. A
patriotic theme was used.

WSCers
Future WAACS, · WAVES
and SPARS are these stu
dents at the State College
. of Washington. They were
selected from 1 65 appli
cants to form the 72 mem
ber Women's Service Corp
being trained by the Ar
my's ROTC staff at the
school. Drill, first aid, mili
tary sanitation and mili
tary customs ore all port
�
of their training.
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II

for parachute

H IT TH E SI LK

II

for jumping

"WH I PPI NG SI LK" for shaking

�

�chute to remove dirt and air pockets �-

"CAME L" for
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favorite cigarette with me n
in the service

CAM E LS ARE
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TH EY 'R E M I LD - AN D
TH EY HAVE PLENTY
O F. RICH FLAVOR
\.

.

vorite cigarette
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is Camel.
on actual · sales records
t Exchanges and Canteens.)

-

The' T-Zone''

where cigarettes are judged

ame
�flier 7bAaecos

The "T-ZONE" -Taste

and

Throat - is the proving

ground for cigarettes. Only YO#f" taste and throat can

decide which cigarette tastes best to you . • . and how it affects your throat.
For your taste and throat are individual to you. Based on the experience of

millions of smokers, we believe Camels will suit your "T-ZONE" to a "T.''

Prove it for yourself!
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Once aloft the ship goes into a bank position to allow students to make aerial
oblique photographs. The Rocky Mountain area around Denver is the most photo
graphed section of the country since the establishment of Lowry school .

A non-commissioned of
ficer, an instructor in
aerial photography, re
turns from a photo
graphic mission with his
equipment. The faculty
of the Lowry school has
b e e n expanded from
30 instructors in 1 939 to
more than 200.

,

Printing the photos is always a thrill for · here the student can see how his work
turns out. This l aboratory is complete in every detail. contains the best equipment
available.

at Army's ' � Mi l l io n Do l la r' ' Sch ool

that of laying mosaics or aerial
ing the photos. On a map where '
mistake may send thousands of

this "b ucket
are, left to ri
Tapley, Betty
Sonia H il l .

On the eve of official an nouncement that the armed forcet
no longer accept. vol u ntary enlistments for officers con
collegians swamped recruiting offices to enlist before the
line. Many of the men were freshmen and sophom
enrolled in the Navy's V-1 program, after having origi
plied for enl istment in the Army Enlisted Reserve Corps
Navy preference. At many universities large groups lik
shown at left were sworn in at one time.

,

ceremony

Navy recruiting went on right up to the last minute. H
Rentz is telling Mercer University students Frank Pinkston
Jones how they ca n get into naval aviation.
Collegiate Dige1t Photo by Porker

Collee;iote Dir>est
Sedion

Publi.colions Office:

317
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Building, Minneapolis, Minnesota
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So He Did -Harvey W. Harris, speech professor at the Uni
versity of Houston, remembers well the 25-year-old wise-crack,
"Get a horse," a nd that is just what he did to solve the rub
ber problem. Prof. Harris rides his horse four miles each day
to and from school.

•

eir

Goal 3,000 Per Cent-Students at Millsaps College,
, set a goal of $2,000 for their one week War Bond Drive,
n the campaign ended, sales of bonds and stamps tota led
Mary Emme Ervin, represe nting Kappa Delta sorority, re
$50 War Bond for leading her organization to first place in
with eight other groups. Collegiate Oige•t Photo by Turnage

IS YOUR SCHOOL 1 00 PER CENT?

\till

be unless YOU are buying War Bonds and Stamps. Have
talk with the person sitting behind the person in front of you.
first person you have to sell War Bonds and Stamps to in

ol . BUY B ONDS FOR VICTORY IN '43

-

Photographs the Weld-Not the Welder Wo m en welders in · war work have become::
common photographic subjects, but here Prof. Sydney F. Duncan turns the camera on spot
welds in a University of Southern California l a boratory. Through their photographic study,

scientists have been able ta pe rfect welding �f a l uminum alloys and thereby reduce the num
Acme
ber of rivets in planes by the thousands.

Let's See the

Othe rs- Dent Ingram receives a bou

from Betty O'Brien following his election as the "Ugl'

at Georgia Tech." Ba llots were sold for one cent each
money was used to provide a Merry Ch ristmas for men
Navy. Ingram'� votes equalled

$7 4.1 5�
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freedom of Worship might we l l be the title of th is picture as Patricio Tierne�

Cohill pray for a victorious peace in Mundelein College c hapel.

Cop and gowns

seniors who act as a "Guard of Honor." Doily chapel services now ore much

.

than in pre-war days

·

bell�

